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Introduction 

This story starts with a scooter, BUT not just 

any old scooter. This scooter has a special power, a 

power that no other scooter has. This power is the 

power of... (Drumroll please!) Life! Now you might as 

well be thinking, what type of power is this??? 
That’s OK.  I’ll explain it to you and your curious 

mind so you get your answers! Firstly, the power of 

life works like this; (it’s quite basic and short 

thankfully). The scooter comes to life and has its 

own daily routine AND feelings. So, when it’s sad 

it’ll take you to a sad place. (Weird right?) And if 

it’s feeling happy it’ll take you to a happy place. 

Obviously, you’ll also be able to take it somewhere 

as well. There’s no way a SCOOTER will be able to 

take FULL control of the owner! (Right?) But the 

scooter might just be a LITTLE ignorant and (you 

guessed it) ignore your commands. Another problem is 

you can’t see its feelings, so if you want an 

adventure and hop on to a scooter that’s angry, 

you’ll have NO idea whatsoever! Also, you’ll regret 

wanting to go on an adventure since its angry! 

(Remember what I told you?!) But this story isn’t on 

a guide of what a scooter does if it has the power of 

life. So, I better jump right in! 
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Chapter 1: Maya Lee 

 
There is a good friend of mine who told me a story 

of the adventures she had with her Enchanted Scooter 

and the girl’s name was Maya. I’m sure you must 

have heard of her, as she was and still is the ONLY 

person in the WORLD who has been to the magical lands 

and worlds we never knew existed until now and has an 

Enchanted Scooter. If you’re confused because you 

have a friend called Maya, then I mean Maya Lee. Does 

that ring a bell? If not, then you should watch the 

news more often. Well, maybe I should tell you about 

the lands and worlds she came across. So, sit back, 

relax, get your coffee and snacks, and let the words 

flow through you like music.  
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Chapter 2: The Land of Rock-About 
 

Maya Lee has had her scooter for only 1 year but 

despite that, she’s had a handful of adventures but 

I’m only going to tell you 2 of them, so let’s go! 

The first adventure Maya told me about was the Land 

of Rock-About. So, one fine morning, the Enchanted 

Scooter felt cheeky, so when Maya hopped on for an 

adventure (hoping for a nice one!) the scooter zoomed 

off, nearly THROWING Maya OFF!!! But thankfully, she 

held on. Now, Maya has had so many more adventures 

before this one, but I guess she decided to tell me 

this one first. So, Maya didn’t know where she was 

off to, as always, but she didn’t have a good feeling 

about it. When they arrived, she didn’t know what 

mind the Enchanted Scooter had this morning because 

all there was, was an oak door covered with vines and 

had a rustic gold door knocker. However, before Maya 

could start taking all of this in the Enchanted 

Scooter literally THREW Maya off! Maya landed with a 

bump! She was infuriated! Then, suddenly, the scooter 

ran towards Maya and sent her flying all the way to 

the vine covered oak door! She had no choice but to 

open the door, so she did. The moment she stepped 

inside; Maya started to roll away from the entrance! 

Maya had to cling onto the freshly cut grass for dear 

life or else she’d be thrown off for the 3rd time in 

the day! Then a bright idea came into her mind. It 
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wasn’t an idea that nobody would ever be able to 

think of, but it was a good and simple idea. You see, 

Maya has always wanted to be a mountaineer, so she 

thought that for practice she could climb all the way 

up to the entrance/exit! So, that’s what she did. 

However, when Maya came back to the oak door, the 

scooter wasn’t there! But Maya didn’t care.  

“If the scooter gets lost then I won’t care because 

it deserves to be!” said Maya to herself. 

But there was no chance that the Enchanted Scooter 

was lost because when Maya reached the path going 

back to her home, the scooter was waiting for her! 

But the scooter was feeling sad inside. Maya somehow 

recognised this, so she said its okay. Then, the 

scooter was careful not throw her off as they went 

back home. 
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Chapter 3: The Land of Live Fruit and Veg 
  

This adventure was Maya’s favourite, my favourite 

AND the scooter’s as well! It will be yours as well 

once you hear it. Now, let’s jump right in because 

I can’t wait to tell you! It was the summer holidays 

when this adventure happened. Maya was sketching the 

marsh house in front of her home (she’s a wonderful 

sketcher!) when The Enchanted Scooter zoomed in to 

her office and nearly made Maya jump! The scooter 

then started making some really weird noises! At first, 
Maya didn’t know why the scooter was making weird 

noises or why it barged in, in the first place! Then, 

after 5 minutes, she realized that her Enchanted 

Scooter wanted an adventure, so she took the scooter 

to the front door and off they went! Maya agreed 

because number 1; It was lovely weather and, number 

2; the scooter was feeling REALLY happy! Soon after, 

they reached the land which only the scooter knew 

what it was. That was quite mysterious, wasn’t it? 

Well, behold the land of... Live Fruit and Veg! 

Laughing yet? Well Maya was, because she was feeling 

quite nervous to open the door as she didn’t know 

what was behind. Fortunately, no fruit or veg took 

any notice of her or else she’d have been in deep 

trouble! Maya FINALLY stopped laughing and figured 

out what to do. She thought that maybe she should 
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check out the food market because she had one HUGE 

question in her mind: What did they eat??? I don’t 

blame her for pondering over that question because if 

fruit and veg ate fruit and veg then that would 

DEFINITELY be weird. Anyway, back to the story. Maya 

hurried off to the market which she could see in the 

distance and when she got there, she immediately 

wished that she were one of them. But why? You may be 
asking. Well, when she got to the food market, there 

were piles upon piles of CANDY!!! How great! Later 

Maya found out that they eat CANDY and drink HOT 

CHOCOLATE to LIVE! Also, there’s NO unhealthy OR 

healthy food and that all candies are good for you. 

That is SO cool. Even I wish I were a fruit or veg in 

that world! Maya knew that she better take some home. 

You see, Maya ALWAYS takes money with her because if 

she sees something that she REALLY likes in a 

different world or land, she better pay for it. So, 

she switches the money to the currency that she needs 

and voila! She can take it home! After Maya bought 

the candy, she decided to buy a map so that she’s 

able to head off anywhere she likes. When she got the 

map, she decided to go to the water park shown not 

too far from where she was. Maya loves them! She had 

so much fun! After a while it started to get dark so 

Maya had to hurry home because if you aren’t one of 

the citizens and you’re a tourist in one of these 

wacky worlds and if you don’t go back before dark 

then you aren’t allowed to step outside of the world. 
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There’s even an enchantment that you must drink for 

this to work. For that reason, Maya headed home 

quickly and snuggled up into bed. Unfortunately, this 

means that I must leave you guys, so I hope you now 

know what the Enchanted Scooter does!  

At this moment, about 200 meters away in the garage, 

the scooter should have been laying there nodding off. 

However, at the edge of the neighbourhood, where the 

infamous haunted Bones Mansion stood in a derelict 

state, the scooter was there, laying broken in half, 

somewhere deep in the bowels of the mansion.  
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